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SEA and ESIA for a spatial
plan in The Netherlands
Dike reallocation Lent
Type of impact
assessment

Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) and Environ-

Type of
project/plan

Spatial Plan (ESIA), preceded by 'physical planning key

Climate change
related issues

Increased flooding risks, periods of drought

Influence of the
SEA and ESIA

Climate smart design solutions adopted

mental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA)

decision’ (SEA)

The SEA for the ‘Room for Rivers’ plan was followed by ESIAs for individual
projects, including the dike allocation project in Lent. Both SEA and ESIA assessed climate change effects and proposed measures. In the dike allocation
project, various climate smart solutions were applied to ‘make room for water’.

Climate change in the area
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two types of measures:
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and because upstream and down-

The city of Nijmegen and the dike reallocation area
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Assessing climate change
risks for the plan
In the SEA and ESIA, for the devel-

In the final programme, forty indi-

opment of alternatives and assess-
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ment of their impacts, a set of crite-
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protect the inhabitants of the city
the case of Nijmegen, this involved

Climate smart alternatives in
the SEA

moving the Waal dike in Lent and

In the SEA Room for Rivers, packages

constructing an ancillary channel in

of climate smart measures were

the flood plains. This has created an

assessed. Most measures are aiming

island in the Waal and a unique ur-

to create more space for water. This

ban river park in the heart of Nijme-

space will function for both water

gen with room for living, recreational

storage (during high waters) and

activities, culture, water and nature.

retention (low waters).

against the dangers of the water. In

Climate smart measures identified in the Room for Rivers SEA

Conclusion: Climate smart
design of the dike allocation
For the dike reallocation Lent, all

Characteristics of
climate smart(er) plan:

alternative options focus on climate
smart solutions: creating space for
the river and providing space for
other activities. For instance:


An ancillary channel (150-200
metres wide and 3 kilometres
long) collects part of the dis-

•

Three-step approach applied

•

Climate smart(er)
plan design

•

ESIA and SEA
increased com-

charge at high waters, which will

mitment for plan

prevent flooding. The channel facilitates nature development and
can also be used for recreation.


A new quay was constructed as a
paved sloping surface that gradually disappears in the water. The
quay can be used for cycling,

Climate smart(er)
because:


solutions for both periods

strolling etc. A cut-off wall was

of high waters and periods

constructed to prevent seepage.


A new island in the middle of the
river offers room for urban de-

The dike allocation offers

of drought.


The project creates space
for water storage and re-

velopment. Bridges link the island

tention and for other ac-

to both the new quay of Lent and

tivities, such as housing,

the other side of the river.

recreation and nature.
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